Isnt She Great?

For Jacqueline Susann, excess was the
norm. She lived a life most people only
dreamt about. She basked in the spotlight,
and reveled in the glitz and glamour that
made her a pop icon in the 60s and 70s.
But beneath the flamboyant facade, she
was tormented by a secret she desperately
fought to keep hidden from the world. In
this audiobook adapted from his bestselling
memoir Another Life, Michael Korda
recounts his wild ride as Susanns editor.
Not only does he relay the story of a
woman who at 47 surmounted impossible
odds to become the reigning superstar of
pulp fiction with Valley of the Dolls,
Korda provides a tantalizing glimpse into
the bygone publishing scene of the era. A
poignant, funny look at a vivacious and
brassy woman and the publishing world in
which she thrived, Isnt She Great is a
captivating insiders tale that only Michael
Korda could tell.

Read the Empire review of Isnt She Great. Find out everything you need to know about the film from the worlds biggest
movie destination. Maybe the whole look, feel and sensibility of Isnt She Great is part of the joke. Its a movie that
seems to possess the same color scheme andWatch trailers, read customer and critic reviews, and buy Isnt She Great
directed by Andrew Bergman for $14.99.Isnt She Great is a 2000 biographical comedy-drama film that presents a
fictionalized biography of best-selling author Jacqueline Susann, played by BetteDavid Hyde Pierce. Michael Hastings
John Cleese. Henry Marcus John Larroquette. Maury Manning Amanda Peet. Debbie Terrence Labrosse. Radio actor
Isnt She Great isnt great, but this standard bio of Jacqueline Susann, first queen of the bonkbusters, rattles crisply along,
full of fun and - 2 min - Uploaded by Movieclips Classic TrailersSubscribe to TRAILERS: http:///sxaw6h. Subscribe to
COMING SOON: http:// bit.ly/H2vZUn Isnt She Great (2000) SoundTracks on IMDb: Memorable quotes and
exchanges from movies, TV series and more - Uploaded by Qongwuvoza JupangdekengnaIsnt She Great:
/va2d498.Watch Isnt She Great movie trailers, exclusive videos, interviews from the cast, movie clips - 4 min Uploaded by izeta92This is from the movie Isnt she great. Bette Midler is in the main role. Sorry, but this video Isnt
She Great is a screen biography that focuses on Susanns roller-coaster literary career, with Bette Midler as Susann and
Nathan Lane as
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